The rollout of smart grid solutions has already started and new methods are deployed to the power systems of today. However, complexity is still increasing as focus is moving from a single system, to a system of systems perspective. The results are increasing engineering efforts and escalating costs. For this reason, new and automated engineering methods are necessary. This paper addresses these needs with a rapid engineering methodology that covers the overall engineering process for smart grid applications-from use case design to deployment. Based on a model-driven development approach, the methodology consists of three main parts: use case modeling, code generation, and deployment. A domain-specific language is introduced supporting the use case design according to the Smart Grid Architecture Model. It is combined with the IEC 61499 distributed control model to improve the function layer design. After a completed use case design, executable code and communication configurations (e.g., IEC 61850) are generated and deployed onto compatible field devices. This paper covers the proposed rapid engineering methodology and a corresponding prototypical implementation which is validated in a laboratory experiment. Compared to other methods the proposed methodology decreases the number of engineering steps and reduces the use case design and implementation complexity.
Introduction
The smart grid has arrived, with new mechanisms for measurement, control, and automation being implemented in today's power systems. There is a continuously growing demand for electricity, which must be satisfied by the electric energy systems worldwide. At the same time, a stable and secure supply must be guaranteed. The power generation is still mainly dominated by burning fossil fuels resulting in increasing CO 2 emissions and global warming [1] . In order to mitigate this process, there is an obvious trend towards a sustainable electric energy system. Fossil fuels are being replaced by renewable sources (solar and wind generators, biomass, and combined heat-and-power systems, etc.) [2] . Also, consumer side solutions like demand side management, direct market participation, and smart metering are currently in development [3] . The large-scale integration of renewable sources and changes on the consumption side are causing challenges-but also providing opportunities-for the whole electric power system. Automation and control systems, using advanced Information and Communication Technology (ICT), are key elements to handle these new challenges [4] .
Accompanying these new technology developments, further research and regulatory alterations are needed. A characteristic feature of renewable sources and customer side solutions is that they are mostly available in a decentralized way as Distributed Energy Resources (DER) [5] . This introduces challenges, which cannot be tackled only using pure technical solutions. Changes in regulations and grid codes are also necessary. Consequently, the planning, management, and operation of the future power systems have to be redefined.
The implementation and deployment of these complex systems of systems are associated with increasing engineering complexity resulting also in increased total life-cycle costs. However, with the usage of proper methods, automation architectures, and corresponding tools there is a huge optimization potential for the overall engineering process. One very promising method to increase the efficiency is a detailed use case and requirements engineering. This trend can be observed in a number of recent smart grid projects where use case descriptions of corresponding applications (e.g., voltage control, energy management, demand-response) are in focus [6, 7] . Different methodologies and standards exist today for describing such use cases. Two of the most common methods are the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) [8] and the IEC 62559 approach [9] (formerly known as the IntelliGrid method). The main aim of use case descriptions and derived requirements is to provide a clear and concise documentation of the application, which can be used as a common basis for further developments [10] .
Using a methodology, like SGAM or IEC 62559, a high amount of information in the modeled use cases is already available. However, since this information is still in a non-formal representation, it is difficult to use it directly in a computerized and automated approach. Thus, a significant amount of work has to be done a repeated number of times-first during specification and later during the implementation phase. However, if the information gathered in the description phase can also be used directly in an automated method, the development effort can be substantially decreased. Moreover, an automated approach also has the potential to decrease implementation errors and at the same time increase the application and software quality [11, 12] .
The main aim of this paper is showing the possibility to create an automated engineering framework that covers the whole development process of smart grid automation applications-from use case specification(s) to corresponding platform-specific implementation(s). To show this, a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach is proposed. A core part of this approach is a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) based on SGAM. This DSL provides a formal description of the SGAM methodology, with the goal to automate and shorten the design process of use cases. In addition, this DSL is further used together with existing programming techniques for code generation and deployment of power utility applications. The DSL, together with the code generation feature, provide a rapid engineering environment for power utility automation use cases. Another important aspect is that it can also be used for laboratory validation of smart grid systems. This issue has received a much higher focus in recent and ongoing European and international projects (e.g., FP7 ELECTRA IRP, H2020 ERIGrid, H2020 SmartNet, FP7 DISCERN, IEA ISGAN/SIRFN) [13] .
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work and provides a description of the MDE paradigm. In Section 3, the rapid engineering methodology is proposed and the DSL is introduced. Section 4 shows how the rapid engineering methodology can be used for code generation. Thereafter, the modeling and implementation of a use case example is shown in Section 5. The proof-of-concept validation of the proposed methodology is presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions and provides an outlook about the planned future work.
Related Work

Use Case Descriptions According to the Smart Grid Architecture Model
SGAM was created as a result of the "European Commission M/490 Standardization Mandate to European Standardization Organizations (ESO)" [14] . It provides a structured approach for modeling smart grid use cases. The basis for SGAM is a three-dimensional framework consisting of domains, zones, and layers. In the domains, the traditional layout of the electrical energy infrastructure can be found: generation, transmission, distribution, DER, and customer premises. The zones depict a typical hierarchical power system management: market, enterprise, operation, station, field, and process. These two axes form the component layer. On top of the component layer, four interoperability layers are placed: the communication, information, function, and business layers [8] . An overview of this three-dimensional model is provided in Figure 1 . Accompanying the framework in Figure 1 , a use case design methodology is also provided. It is based on the IEC 62559 use case template, which is used as a basis for describing use cases. These are subsequently mapped into the different layers of SGAM. In order to do this in a structured way, the following design steps are defined [15, 16] :
1. Use Case Analysis: The first step is an analysis of the use case. It is suggested to use the IEC 62559 template to create an initial use case description [16] . 2. Business Layer Design: The business processes, services, and organizations, which are linked to the use case, are mapped to the business layer. These business entities are placed in the appropriate domain and zone. 3. Function Layer Design: In the function layer, functions and their interrelations should be represented. The functions are derived from the initial use case description. A use case can be hierarchically divided into sub use cases and functions. 4. Component Layer Design: After the business layer and the function layer have been modeled, they have to be matched with a certain system. Thus, the next step is to model the component layer. Based on the actors involved in the use case, and any existing system components, the needed components for the use case can be derived and assigned to a domain and zone. Subsequently, the derived functions from the function layer can be assigned to a corresponding hardware. 5. Information Layer Design: In the information layer, the information exchanged between functions, services, and components is represented. Information objects can be identified by analyzing the data exchanged between actors involved in the use case (e.g., using sequence and activity diagrams). Another important aspect of this layer is to represent which data models are used for the information exchange.
6. Communication Layer Design: Taking the exchanged information and data models identified in the information layer into account, suitable communication protocols and ICT techniques have to be identified. These should be represented in the communication layer.
From an engineering point of view, most effort is put into the first step (i.e., the use case analysis). In order to support the user with the methodology described above, Dänekas et al. developed the so-called "SGAM Toolbox", a Unified Modeling Language (UML)-based DSL available as an extension to the Enterprise Architect software [17] . One advantage of the SGAM Toolbox is that common UML modeling tools like sequence and activity diagrams are available, since these are standard parts of Enterprise Architect. Consequently with the SGAM Toolbox, only one tool is needed covering all steps in the SGAM methodology. The main idea of the SGAM Toolbox is to provide support for traditional use case descriptions. Furthermore, it is also possible to use the code generation capabilities provided by Enterprise Architect.
Power Utility Automation
Distributed Control Reference Model-IEC 61499
The IEC 61499 standard is an automation approach developed to model distributed industrial-process measurement and control systems. IEC 61499 has a high focus on multi-vendor support and interoperability. To achieve this, it defines a reference architecture and corresponding models for distributed automation and control systems used in industrial environments. One of the main aims of IEC 61499 is to support distributed automation applications, and therefore it allows the user to model the overall control solution-i.e., the control application and the hardware setup [18] .
The core modeling elements of this automation approach are so called Function Blocks (FB) that encapsulate modular control software. Multiple FBs connected together into an FB network make up an IEC 61499 Application. The IEC 61499 FB model is based on its predecessor IEC 61131-3 [19] but uses events for defining the execution flow. Once an "Application" has been defined it can be deployed to field devices, called "Devices" in the standard [18] . In Figure 2 an overview of the main IEC 61499 elements is provided. 
Resource
Interoperability in Power Systems-IEC 61850
The IEC 61850 approach focuses on an increased interoperability between so-called Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED) [21] . Its original purpose was to provide a new approach for the automation of substations, but has since its first publication been extended to cover other smart grid areas (e.g., Phasor Measurement Units (PMU), DER components). The focus is on multi-vendor support in the power systems domain. Basically, IEC 61850 includes two main parts: power system modeling and communication between components of the electricity system. Logical Nodes (LN) are the main parts of IEC 61850 and are used to model power system components (e.g., switches, transformers, inverters) as well as power system functions (e.g., measurement, protection, voltage control). LNs can be grouped together into Logical Devices (LD), contained in IEDs, providing a kind of structural modeling. For configuration of IEDs, the XML-based System Configuration Language (SCL) is provided. It described functions of IEDs using the LD and LN definitions as well as the data exchange between devices in a formalized way [21] . Figure 3 shows the main modeling objects provided by IEC 61850. Furthermore, IEC 61850 also defines communication services for the data transfer between devices. This includes client/server-based but also publish/subscriber-based communication principles as well as real-time communication (i.e., Sampled Value, GSE, and GOOSE).
Intelligent devices are one of the major preconditions for the realization of smart grids [22] . In this context, IEC 61850 plays a major role for the standardized information and data exchange. However, it only defines interfaces for control services and protection functions. The implementation of such functions and services is not covered by IEC 61850 but must be implemented using other solutions (e.g., IEC 61131-3, IEC 61499).
Model-Driven Architectures & Domain-Specific Concepts
As an MDE initiative, the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) approach was developed by the Object Management Group (OMG) and has gained interest in computer science as one possibility to improve the software development process [11, 12] . It consists of three main parts. Platform-independent application software models are implemented using a Platform-Independent Model (PIM). In order to execute this model, it must first be transformed into a Platform-Specific Model (PSM). The PSM describes the model in terms of a specific execution platform. The transformation of the PIM into a PSM is the third main part of MDA. For this purpose, Query View Transformation (QVT) was specified as a transformation language by OMG. It allows the definition of transformation rules for the mapping of different domain models [23] .
Closely related to the MDA approach is the concept of DSLs [24, 25] . A DSL is a language which is especially defined to describe or solve problems of a certain domain. One such problem could, for example, be to describe a PIM for a certain domain. Basically, the idea is to allow domain experts to develop applications using a language with domain-specific notation instead of using general-purpose definitions. One advantage of a domain-specific notation is that it increases the understanding of what a code implies. Consequently, errors are easier to detect, which also helps to improve the application and software quality [24] . In principle, either a graphical or a textual notation can be used. In both cases, the use of a secondary notation, the placement of graphical blocks or indention of text, is important to support the understanding. Whereas a graphical notation usually offers a lot of design freedom, textual notations are more constrained and linear [26] .
Model-Driven Engineering for Smart Grid Application Development
The use of formalized approaches is increasing, also for smart grid applications. Especially with regard to communications, an effort has been made to increase the interoperability. This has resulted in a number of formalized information models [27, 28] and ontologies [29] . However, these solutions mainly focus on interoperability during operation and do not directly cover the engineering process for smart grid applications.
Until now, the use of MDE in smart grids is limited [30] . Although the previously mentioned SGAM Toolbox follows the MDA approach, its main purpose is not focused on code generation [17] . However, thanks to the integrated code generation capabilities of Enterprise Architect, this option is also available for users of the SGAM Toolbox. The drawbacks with this code is that it is not optimized for power utility applications and communication configurations are not covered.
Another MDE example where code generation is more in focus is presented by Paulo et al. for designing substation automation systems based on UML [31] . In this solution, substation automation systems are designed using UML where IEC 61131-3 control functions can be included into the modeling concept. Another example is shown in the work by Yang et al., where a method to automatically generate IEC 61499 applications based on IEC 61850 configurations is presented [32] . Although these two examples show how MDE can be used for code generation they do not follow the SGAM approach, as compared to Dänekas et al. [17] .
An example where specific low-level communication code is generated is presented by Blair et al. [33] . In their approach C code is automatically generated based on IEC 61850 SCL files. With this code publish/subscriber communication, using GOOSE, is created. The work by Blair et al. presents a rapid engineering of communication services but does not focus on the automatic generation of the control functionality. Also, this work does not follow the SGAM approach.
Summarizing, up to now, there is no integrated approach available that covers the complete engineering process, from use cases specification to an executable implementation, using an MDE approach that can handle the multi-domain aspect of smart grids. Therefore, the goal of this work is to show that such a holistic approach is feasible and to fill the gaps that are still existing for rapid engineering of power utility applications. This work is mainly based on [34, 35] . In [34] , the outline of an MDE approach for smart grid application engineering was presented. A part of the proposed solution is presented in [35] , where a DSL for SGAM compliant use case design is introduced. The current work completes the implementation of the MDE approach from [34] . A formal model of the DSL from [35] is presented, together with a formal approach for the generation of executable code and communication configurations. The result is a rapid engineering methodology for smart grid automation applications, which is described in detail in the following section.
Creating a Rapid Engineering Methodology for Smart Grid Automation
The main purpose of this methodology is to provide a rapid engineering environment-from use case design to realization-for the development of ICT, control, and automation functions used in smart grid and power utility automation applications. It is important that the methodology considers the current state-of-the-art for use case descriptions, and for this purpose SGAM is used as reference. Consequently, use case design on multiple levels of detail must be supported, but always with the possibility for rapid implementation as a main target.
The methodology presented in this work focuses on the specification and implementation process of smart grid use cases. Although possible, it is not intended to use the methodology for more than one use case at the time. Furthermore, the methodology is, at the moment, not intended for requirements capture or solely for the documentation of existing systems (e.g., a whole utility system with existing power, ICT, and automation infrastructure).
Actors and Requirements
Before the engineering method can be conceptualized, requirements must be identified. Some of them may be directly derived from the main goal of this work. Other requirements are more related to the actual implementation process and the user. Therefore, actors and stakeholders must be identified before requirements can be derived.
Actors and Stakeholders
Based on related work and the experience from relevant research projects [13, 36, 37] a number of actors are identified. They are stakeholders, with an economical goal, and users of the engineering methodology. Table 1 shows the identified actors without any specific order. Table 1 . Actors and stakeholders involved in the rapid engineering methodology.
#
Actor Name and Description
A1 Utility Operator
The operator of the power grid and its corresponding assets. A common activity for the utility operator is the specification of a certain use case or functionality before implementation. The utility operator may also be directly involved in the implementation and validation of applications.
A2 System Integrator
The system integrator delivers and integrates a whole or part of a system (e.g., a substation) to a utility operator. Commonly the utility operator specifies an application that is implemented by one or more system integrators. A3 Manufacturer/Device Vendor The manufacturer of grid components. This actor must have the possibility to implement functionality on all levels of a component (i.e., low-level as well as high-level functionality). A4 Third-Party Service Provider
The third-party service provider may be interested in implementing services for smart grid components (e.g., implementing direct-marketing services for smart inverters).
A5 Plant Operator
The operator of a power plant or a flexible load (e.g., a building or an energy storage unit). This could, for example, be a virtual power plant operator who needs to optimize the usage of the involved plants. It may also be an aggregator for ancillary services or flexibility.
A6 Plant Owner
The owner of a power plant or a flexible load. This may in many cases be the same actor as the plant operator. The owner may want to install certain monitoring functionality, or connect the plant to a building automation system.
The goal is that the engineering methodology should support all these actors when designing, implementing, and deploying smart grid automation applications to the field. In the next section, the most important requirements, which are common for all actors, are introduced.
Requirements
Focusing on the actors from Table 1 , requirements need to be identified In Table 2 engineering requirements are listed that are common for the above mentioned actors. Of course each actor may have his/her own specific requirements, especially related to a platform-specific implementation. Table 2 . Engineering requirements for the rapid engineering process.
# Requirement Name and Description
ER1 Business Case Specification
Usually as the first step, before any other specifications are made, it must be clear what the benefit and drawbacks are for the involved actor. This is the definition of business cases and their related goals.
ER2 Functional Specification
From the business cases, one or more functions are derived. For each distinct function, its inputs, outputs, and goals are specified. This work focuses on automation functions (e.g., control, monitoring, supervisory control).
ER3 Functional Implementation
The specified functions that are owned by the business actor need to be implemented using a formal software specification (e.g., UML, IEC 61499).
ER4 System Specification
The system specification specifies the architecture of the execution hardware and the system upon it will operate. This includes power system equipment, ICT equipment, and field devices. It should be possible to model already existing as well as new smart grid system infrastructure.
ER5 Function-System Mapping
In order to know where a function should be executed it must be mapped to an execution platform. This is done with a function-system mapping where one or more functions are assigned to a specific hardware platform.
ER6 Information Model Specification
Data that is exchanged between functions must be assigned to an information model, with the purpose to define semantics for the data. It must also be possible to use existing information models (e.g., IEC 61850, SunSpec).
ER7 Communication Specification
Although an information model is already defined for a certain exchange, it should also be possible to define what kind of protocol is used for the communication. This must also be possible on different OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) layers.
ER8 Application Implementation
After specification, the use case must be implemented for the specified system (see ER4). This means that functions are ported to their host platform and all communication interfaces must be properly configured.
ER9 Validation and Testing
With the validation, the functionality of the system is tested before it is deployed. The validation can either be simulative and/or with real components (e.g., hardware-in-the-loop experiments, laboratory tests).
ER10 Field Deployment
To operate the implemented application, it must first be deployed to the field. This includes installation of new hardware components, software functions, and configuration of the communication and ICT system.
General Concept
There are of course different paths to achieve the same goal. However, some reference points are already defined. The SGAM methodology represents a state-of-the-art for use case specifications today. This is also an appropriate starting point for the proposed rapid engineering methodology. At the end of the path executable and deployable code should be available for power utility automation devices. Due to the wide range of engineering tasks, a number of challenges can be identified:
• Rapidness and Effort: Smart grid solutions are becoming more and more complex resulting in increased engineering efforts and costs. Therefore, it is important to improve the rapidness of traditional engineering methods.
• Correctness: Due to the multidisciplinary character of smart grid applications this also requires the engineer to have an expert knowledge in each discipline [13] . This is often not the case, which increases the risk of human errors.
• Handling Legacy Systems: Grid operators expect a long service life of all components in their systems. Since not all devices are changed at the same time it must be possible to handle already existing legacy systems and corresponding units.
• Geographical Dispersion: The distribution of components over large geographical areas requires new ICT approaches and wide-area communication-also for the engineering.
• Interoperability: Interoperability is a critical issue in smart grid applications. This must be assured on all levels, from specifications over implementation, to deployment and finally during operation. Also components from different manufacturers must be handled, which requires a manufacturer independent method. • Real-Time Constraints: Some applications may enforce real-time constraints on hardware and software. This may demand for special consideration during the whole engineering process.
These challenges are used as a motivation for the methodology developed in this work. It also introduces software engineering concepts in order to automate the process from use case design to implementation. In Figure 4 , a conceptual overview of this method is outlined. The concept consists of three main phases: (i) a modeling and design phase; (ii) a function and code generation phase; and (iii) finally a deployment phase. In the modeling and design phase, a use case design is made. For this purpose, the layered approach of SGAM is used as a reference. In this phase it is also possible to specify functions. In the second phase, function and code generation, the first step is a function generation part. In this step, functions that have been initially specified in the use case design phase are further developed. This can be an automatic process (e.g., based on standards and other documented functions [21] ) or a manual process. In this paper, the focus will be on the manual process.
Based on the use case and the developed functions, two types of code are generated: executable code and configurations for communication. The executable code is platform-specific code, which can be executed on a certain computing platform. This could also be a simulation platform and in this case the corresponding simulation model is generated (not covered by this paper). The communication configurations (also called communication code, see Figure 4 ) are used to configure the communication setup needed for the use case. This includes configuration of the information exchanged between actors, but can also be a low-level configuration of the network. From a cost and time perspective, this is an important phase, since it saves the engineer the manual work of translating the designed use case into an actual realization.
The last phase is the deployment of the generated code to the corresponding field devices. This includes transferring the generated and compiled code to the devices and starting the application. Preferably, this should also be possible to handle in an automated way.
Although the rapid engineering methodology in Figure 4 focuses on applications for power utility automation, it has many similarities with MDE methods for software development. One of these approaches is the MDA approach, described in Section 2.3. As depicted in Figure 4 the modeling and design phase can also be considered as a PIM. Through the function and code generation in the second phase, the PSM is created. Finally, code is deployed to field devices in the deployment phase. Analogous to the MDA approach, the PIM is created using a DSL. In this work, the DSL is called the "Power System Automation Language" (PSAL) and is described in Section 3.3. Transformation rules are used to transform the PIM into a PSM. How this step is carried out and how the PSM can be composed is explained in the following Section 4.
Power System Automation Language
The main intention with PSAL is to provide a formalized DSL for SGAM compatible use case design. Using PSAL the PIM in Figure 4 is created. This section outlines the main parts of PSAL and how it relates to the SGAM approach with its different layers. In the next section, the grammar and syntax of PSAL is formally defined. Figure 5 shows the SGAM structure together with a simplified domain model of PSAL represented as a UML class diagram. Since SGAM is divided into different layers this structure should be represented in PSAL as well. The component layer of SGAM is used to describe the hardware components of the system. Generally, these are either power system or ICT components. In PSAL, a general Component is provided. Specializations thereof are used to represent power system and ICT components. Components either already exist in the system or they represent new equipment. The Device represents an ICT controller hardware, where algorithms or software can be executed in so-called Resources. In order to connect Components with each other they can provide one or more PhysicalInterfaces (i.e., power or ICT interfaces). Two PhysicalInterfaces can be connected with each other through a Connection. These parts of PSAL realize requirement ER4. The ICT Connections are also used to describe the communication layer. In SGAM, this layer is used to specify the communication protocols used in each link. However, the communication layer can also be used to specify other communication related parameters like maximum latency, priorities, VLAN settings, etc. In PSAL, these specifications can be modeled within the ICT Connections and the PhysicalInterfaces. This feature realizes requirement ER7.
Although the communication protocols are specified in the communication layer, the information model that is used is specified in the information layer. With PSAL, a detailed specification of the data exchange is realizable. It should be possible to completely describe the information exchange between two parties. This means it must be possible to specify the format of the exchanged data (i.e., what information model is used) and to specify how the information is exchanged (e.g., if it is published or requested). In PSAL, one of the model parts for this requirement is the information Interface. It allows data to be exchanged either through read and write of Attributes or by calling Operations. With these model parts also requirement ER6 can be realized.
The business layer is used in SGAM to describe business cases and goals. Each business case can in turn be divided into several use cases. This process continues in the function layer, where use cases and sub use cases are divided into functions. In order to model this hierarchy, PSAL provides Functions. Each Function can contain other Functions which makes it possible to model the same hierarchical structure as with business cases, use cases, and functions. This realizes requirement ER1.
Different approaches can be used to model functions and their interaction with each other. The SGAM methodology proposes to describe functions in different UML diagrams (e.g., use case, activity, and sequence diagrams [8] Using the Functions, a high-level specification of functions can be made. However, in order to automatically generate code for the functions, more details are needed. Since one of the main goals of PSAL is to facilitate code generation the high-level Function specifications will not be enough. One approach could be to only offer a set of predefined Function types that can be combined into an application. This approach offers a clear simplicity, but also a lack of flexibility with respect to new or changing power utility automation functions. Another approach could be to extend PSAL with a programming language that can be used to define Functions. In this approach, the needed flexibility is provided. However, since there already exist a multitude of programming techniques it is not feasible to define a new language for PSAL. Instead, PSAL is combined with an already existing programming technique (see Section 4).
In SGAM, the placement of component and functions into domains and zones is introduced. This placement helps to structure a use case, but is mainly for documentation purposes and has no direct influence on the realization. With a textual implementation of PSAL, the definition of domain and zone through spatial layout is not an option. Nevertheless, it can be done through special comments or through the use of Java-like annotations (e.g., @DER and @Station) in the source code.
PSAL Definition
Based on the concept in Section 3.2 and the considerations in the previous section, a syntax for PSAL is defined using Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) [38] . A complete overview of the grammar can be found in the Appendix A. As depicted in Figure 5 , the two main parts are the System and the Application. These make up the main parts of a PSAL source code document as shown in Listing 1. This means that a PSAL document can contain zero or more occurrences of PsalContent, which is either a System or an Application. In order to define the domain and zone, a general annotation syntax is defined in Listing 2. This can be used for any model part of PSAL in order to place this part in a certain domain and zone. As shown in Figure 5 , Connections between the PhysicalInterfaces of the Components can be defined. To define a Connection the definition in Listing 8 is used. Generally, the QualifiedNames must match PhysicalInterfaces defined in the scope of the System. However, some exceptions are valid: between ElectricalComponents it is allowed to define Connections directly, and Connections directly to/from OtherICTComponents are also allowed. Optionally, a Connection can also be configured with user defined settings (i.e., IDValuePair). This can, for example, be communication network settings. Figure 5 is modeled using the grammar of OMG IDL [39] . The main idea with the Interface is to model the information that is exchanged between the Functions. However, this is a well known problem in computer science, where Interface Description Languages (IDL) (e.g., [39, 40] ) are used to described the information in a platform-independent way. In a second step, the interface description using the IDL can be generated into specific code, for example Java or C++. After comparing the syntax and features of different IDLs, the OMG IDL [39] was chosen as a suitable IDL for PSAL. Therefore the <module> of the ApplicationContent in Listing 9 is the same as the <module> of OMG IDL (which also explains the change of the description syntax). For completeness, the parts of OMG IDL that are of interest for this paper are defined in Appendix A. For PSAL, mainly the <interface> and the <event> elements are used. The Interface class in Figure 5 is a conceptual representation of the <interface> from OMG IDL.
The information defined using OMG IDL can be used by the Functions. In Listing 10, the Function model is defined. Each Function has a unique identification, a possible mapping (see Listing 12) , and it consists of other Functions, Connections and/or ServiceImplementations. A ServiceImplementation implements a service type: an <interface> or an <event>. ServiceImplementations can be requested or provided by a Function. Depending on the service type the syntax is a bit different, as seen in Listing 11. To define a service type, the QualifiedName of a ServiceImplementation must match a defined <interface> or <event>. Listing 11: The ServiceImplementation model.
As represented in Listing 9 and in Listing 10, both the Application and the Function can contain Connections. In both cases, the syntax is the same as defined in Listing 8. In the Application, a defined Connection connects a requested service with a provided service. The same applies to Connections defined in a Function but with the additional possibility to connect a provided/requested service of a contained Function with a provided/requested service of the containing Function. In all cases, the connected ServiceImplementations must be of the same service type.
To connect the Application with a System, the Functions of the Application must be assigned to the Devices defined in the System. This is done by mapping a Function to a Resource in a Device. When a Function is mapped to a Resource, all provided and requested services of this Function are also mapped to the Resource. Consequently, these services are also available on any ICTInterface of the Device. Listing 12 shows how a mapping is defined, where the QualifiedName of the FunctionMapping must match a defined Resource. 
Mapping a Selected Programming Technique to PSAL
With PSAL, use cases according to SGAM can be specified, as described in Section 3.2. This specification covers the modeling and design phase in Figure 4 . But as already discussed in Section 3.3, the Function model of PSAL is only intended for the functional specification (see requirement ER2). The details of each Function must be provided by another programming technique. However, before the details of Functions can be specified, a suitable programming technique must be chosen and mapped to PSAL. In this work, a mapping between a programming technique P and PSAL is defined as a specification of how the Functions of PSAL are implemented using P. In order to successfully map a programming technique to PSAL, the following steps are followed:
1. Choosing a programming technique P 2. Define how Functions are implemented using P 3. Define how ServiceImplementations are implemented using P Furthermore, the general information description model in PSAL can be used to describe existing information models. This is done by mapping the existing information model to <interface>s and <event>s. The programming technique P and the information models make up the PSM in Figure 4 .
This work shows how the programming technique IEC 61499 is mapped to PSAL. It is also shown how IEC 61850 is mapped to the PSAL information model. In order to help the reader to distinguish between elements from the different models they are differently emphasized in the following sections. Any model elements from PSAL are emphasized with a teletype font (e.g., Function). Model elements from IEC 61499 are emphasized with a sans-serif font (e.g., SubApp 499 ) and elements from IEC 61850 are emphasized with a slanted font (e.g., LDevice 850 ).
Choosing a Suitable Programming Technique
First of all a suitable programming technique must be chosen. Based on the definition of PSAL the following main concepts should either be directly supported or implementable by the technique:
• Software components: The Functions in PSAL are simple software components, which means that this concept should be supported. Components should also be able to contain other components, in order to model different levels of detail.
• Information services: Services must be representable by the programming technique. The services can be implemented in different ways, but important is that information can be exchanged between the software components.
• Software component mapping: Once a software component is described, it should be mappable to a system component. This mapping identifies on which hardware the software is executed.
• Deployment: Mapped software components should be easily deployable. This deployment can be either manual or (semi-)automatic.
• Support for multiple protocols: Different communication protocols should be supported by the technique. The more supported protocols, the higher the interoperability with other systems.
Apart from the interoperability with PSAL, each actor (see Table 1 ) must consider his/her own platform-specific requirements. Depending on the platform hardware and/or software, some programming techniques may not be suitable. For example, a system only consisting of embedded controllers with limited memory capabilities may exclude many high-level programming techniques. On the other hand, if a certain programming technique has already been used for implementations of a system, this technique may be the best choice for compatibility reasons.
For this work, IEC 61499 is chosen as programming technique. It has already been discussed as one possible solution for implementing smart grid applications in a standardized way [41, 42] . Furthermore, IEC 61499 provides a platform-independent modeling concept. Since it also allows design on multiple levels it can be used by many of the actors in Table 1 . The FBs 499 from IEC 61499 can be used to represent the software components. The interfaces of each FB 499 can represent service implementations. An advantage of IEC 61499 is that it inherently supports the mapping of FBs 499 to hardware devices. Once a mapping has been done, IEC 61499 also supports the deployment of these FBs 499 with a simple download. Thus, the last two phases of the rapid engineering methodology in Figure 4 are supported.
Mapping IEC 61499 to the Function Model of PSAL
Once a programming technique has been chosen it must be mapped to the Function model of PSAL. This means that one or more entities of the technique are used to represent the software component, represented by the Function in PSAL. If possible a one-to-one mapping is to prefer since this also allows for a simple round-trip transformation.
There already exist work where IEC 61499 has been used for implementing smart grid functionality, especially together with IEC 61850. Andrén et al. present guidelines for implementing smart grid functions using these two standards [43, 44] , where subapplications and adapters (i.e., SubApps 499 and Adapters 499 ) are used to model IEC 61850 IEDs. Since an IED merely defines an number of interfaces (i.e., the LNs) but no real functionality, it is very similar to the Function specifications with PSAL. By taking advantage of this similarity, the modeling guidelines from [43, 44] can also be applied in this work.
Consequently The mappings between the other model objects are straightforward. Since IEC 61499 also has a system model it is possible to find a model mapping for the Devices With the mapping between PSAL and IEC 61499, two important parts of the PSM as shown in Figure 4 can be completed. The SubAppType 499 allows the engineer to implement Functions in detail, which completes the function generation part. It also allows the realization of requirement ER3. The second part completed is the generation of executable code in Figure 4 [45] . Since each ServiceImplementation is defined by either an <interface> or an <event>, a mapping is also needed between these and the Adapter 499 . In Figure 7 , an example is shown to illustrate the mapping between an <interface> and a corresponding Adapter 499 . The <interface> can contain attributes (<attr_decl>) and operations (<op_decl>). The type of an attribute can either be a simple type or an already defined type (e.g., another <interface>). All attributes that are of an already defined type are represented as a Plug 499 interface of the Adapter 499 , see the derControls Plug 499 in Figure 7b . Any attributes that have a simple type are transformed into a set of events and data ports. All attributes in PSAL are automatically assigned a get-function. Non-readonly attributes are also assigned a set-function. To represent this for the Adapter 499 , a GET-Event 499 is created for each attribute, and a SET-Event 499 for non-readonly attributes, see Figure 7 . Operations in PSAL on the other hand, define a callable function, and can have both inputs (notated with in), outputs (notated with out), and a return value. The operation getEnergy, defined in Figure 7a , is mapped to an Event 499 with the same name as the operation. This event is associated with two data ports: from and to in Figure 7b . Once the operation has finished, a CNF-Event 499 is triggered. In IEC 61499, connections between FBs 499 that are mapped to different Resources 499 may need extra attention during deployment. These connections need to be split up using explicit communication FBs 499 . The IEC 61499 standard provides two generic communication patterns: client/server for bidirectional connections and publish/subscribe for unidirectional connections [18] . The service types in PSAL can also be mapped to the same patterns. The <interface> models a typical client/server connection, where the client calls the operations of an <interface> and gets/sets the attributes. In order to model publish/subscribe relationships, the <event> can be used. An <event> is emitted by a publisher, and consumed by a subscriber.
Mapping IEC 61850 to Interfaces and Events in PSAL
Once the ServiceImplementations, the <interface>s, and the <event>s can be represented by IEC 61499, different information models can be mapped to the PSAL information model (i.e., to <interface>s and <event>s). This allows the user to model communication with different already existing protocols (e.g., IEC 61850, SunSpec/Modbus).
As an example of how information models can be mapped to the PSAL generic information model, IEC 61850 is used. The IEC 61850 standard defines LN classes for multiple applications. In the standard, these classes are defined as tables (see Figure 9a for an excerpt of the MMXU class from [21] ). Moreover, IEC 61850 also provides SCL, an XML based description language used to write configuration files. An SCL file for an IED specifies which LN classes are provided by this IED. For each provided LN, the SCL file also includes a type definition-an LNodeType 850 . Since data objects of an LN class can be optional, the LNodeType 850 defines which of these are mandatory for the current configuration. Figure 9b shows the SCL definition of MMXU. 
(a)
<LNodeType lnClass="MMXU" id="MMXU"> <DO name="TotW" type="MV"/> <DO name="PNV" type="WYE"/> </LNodeType> <DOType id="MV" cdc="MV"> <DA name="mag" type="AnalogueValue" bType="Struct" fc="MX"/> <DA name="q" bType="Quality" fc="MX"/> <DA name="t" bType="Timestamp" fc="MX"/> </DOType> <DAType id="AnalogueValue"> <BDA name="f" bType="FLOAT32"/> </DAType> . These are mapped to <attr_spec>s (i.e., attributes) in PSAL. In Figure 9c , the PSAL definition of an MMXU is shown.
With this mapping, all LN classes that are defined in the IEC 61850 standard can be imported and represented in PSAL. The mapping also makes it possible to import a whole SCL file into a corresponding PSAL model. The other way around, if IEC 61850 <interface>s are used in a PSAL model (i.e., as in Figure 9c ), these can also be exported to an SCL file. Such an SCL file is one possible communication code, as shown in Figure 4 . This means, with the usage of IEC 61499 for the component model and protocol mappings like IEC 61850 the last two phases, code generation and deployment can be completed as well.
Use Case Example
In order to show how the rapid engineering methodology is used, a use case example is modeled and implemented. As a use case example, a slightly modified version of the use case Integrated Volt VAr Control Centralized is considered in this work [46] . It is a typical use case for distribution network operation, where a central system manages and controls Volt-VAR Controller (VVC) devices in a regional distribution network. An overview of the use case is provided in Figure 10 . It mainly applies to the actors A1-Utility Operator and A2-System Integrator. 
Use Case Analysis
This control implementation uses a centralized approach where the actual intelligence of the volt-VAr control lies within the Distribution System Operator (DSO), and all actions are routed through the DSO SCADA (D-SCADA) system. The controller devices in the field (i.e., the Voltage Regulator Controller, the Capacitor Bank Controller, the DER Controller, and the End-of-Line Monitor) send measurements, and the Circuit Reconfiguration Controller sends the grid status to the Distribution RTU. The Distribution RTU aggregates this information and forwards it to the D-SCADA system. The Powerflow Module acquires its necessary load-flow information and passes it on to the D-SCADA. Thereupon, the D-SCADA forwards all vital information to the VVC. The VVC computes new set points for the controller devices. These are forwarded by the D-SCADA and the Distribution RTU to the field devices. All important data are continuously sent to the Distribution Historian [46] .
In order to simplify the example for this paper, the Distribution Historian, the Powerflow Module, and the Circuit Reconfiguration Controller are excluded from the use case modeling and realization. Also, from the field controllers only the DER Controller is modeled in detail. Since the other field controllers are modeled in a similar way, the use case can be easily extended to include them as well.
Business and Function Layers Design
In the SGAM approach, the business and function layers should provide a high-level overview of the business cases and the main functions of the use case. As the use case does not provide any direct information about business cases or goals, these will not be covered in the modeling. Instead, the functions of the use case are directly derived from the use case analysis in Section 5.1.
The specification of the Functions also needs include a first draft of the necessary information exchange. Therefore, <interface> and <event> types are defined, which provide a generic representation of the information that is exchanged in the use case. The formal data model for the information is defined in the design of the information layer.
The result is depicted in Listing 13. An Application named VoltVArControlCentralized is defined. Inside the Application, seven different Functions are specified. The information that is exchanged is specified in two <module>s: DERInformation, with the VoltVAr and DERInformation <interface>s, and FieldInformation, with the GridStatus <event> and the Controls <interface>. The <interface>s and <event> are provided and requested by the Functions through their ServiceImplementations. Finally, the information exchange between the Functions is specified by Connections between the ServiceImplementations. For the Functions VoltageRegulatorController, CapacitorBankController and EndOfLineMonitor no details are provided. Listing 13 only provides an initial specification of the Functions, which is also the intention of the initial design. Once a final version of the use case specification is completed the Functions are defined using IEC 61499. This step is described in Section 5.5.
Component Layer Design
The next step in the SGAM methodology is the development of the component layer. With PSAL, this step includes the definition of the System model, where each component participating in the use case is defined. In Listing 14, the System model for the example use case is shown. The listing also shows how the components are placed in their corresponding SGAM zone and domain using annotations (e.g., @Distribution @Operation). For the VoltageRegulatorController, the CapacitorBankController, and the EndOfLineMonitor no details are provided. The System contains both ICT components and power system components. The ICT components consist of Devices and one router. Each Device provides one or more ICTInterfaces, where the IP address is specified. It is also possible to specify other settings in the same manner as the IP address (e.g., macAddress = "00:0c:a8:..."). At this point in the modeling phase, these specifications are completely platform-independent. It is the task of the programming technique (i.e., IEC 61499) to create platform-specific descriptions of the specifications, which can be used to configure the corresponding field device. The DSOComputer Device defines two Resources: SCADA and VoltVAr. This shows how one device can be split up into different computing resources and how this can be used to group different functionality.
Once the component layer is defined with the System model, the Functions defined in the Application can be mapped to components and resources. In this example, the mapping is straightforward. Based on Figure 10 , the Function declarations from Listing 13 are extended with mapping information, as seen in Listing 15. 
Information and Communication Layers Design
In SGAM, the goal of the information layer is to describe the information flow between the different components of the tackled use case. The information can be provided using different data models (e.g., IEC 61850, Common Information Model (CIM)). Similarly, the communication layer in SGAM should provide a detailed picture of the communication infrastructure and the type of communication protocol that is used [8] . Also in PSAL this information needs to be provided. As seen from Listing 13, an initial definition of the information layer (i.e., the definition of <interface>s and <event>s) is done in the design of the business and function layers (see Section 5.2) . This is also needed in order to provide a general picture of the interaction between Functions. However, the defined information is only using a generic data model.
In order to use other data models, a protocol mapping is used. Section 4.4 describes how this is done for IEC 61850. As depicted in Figure 9c , the MMXU <interface> is declared as abstract. This means that it cannot be directly implemented by a ServiceImplementation. Instead, an abstract <interface> can only be implemented through inheritance by a non-abstract <interface>. Both <interface>s and <event>s can inherit, which means that all attributes, operations, and/or state members defined in the parent are also available at the derived child.
The possibility for services to inherit also provides a solution for how ServiceImplementations can use different data models. The MMXU <interface> from Figure 9c can be used as a parent for the DERMeasurements <interface> from Listing 13. Consequently, all ServiceImplementations that now implement DERMeasurements (i.e., DistributionRTU.derMeasurements and DERController.measurements in Listing 13) also have access to the attributes defined by the MMXU <interface>. To complete the update, the voltage and acivtePower attributes should be removed from DERMeasurements, since MMXU already has attributes for voltage and active power measurements.
As for the measurements, the VoltVAr <interface> in Listing 13 can also be changed to an IEC 61850 <interface>. In this case, VoltVAr inherits from the DGSM LN (DGSM: Issue "operational mode control" command). Additionally a new <interface> is added inheriting from the FMAR LN (FMAR: Establish mode curves and parameters). Both DGSM (used to activate the volt-VAr control) and FMAR (used to define a volt-VAr droop curve) are defined in IEC 61850-90-7 technical report [47] . All the changes made to the interfaces are shown in Listing 16. Apart from the data models, different protocols, working on different Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) layers, can be used. In PSAL, the lower OSI layers (layers 1-4) can be defined for each ICTInterface and for ICT Connections. For the upper OSI layers (layers 5-7) definitions or configurations are specified, if they are needed, in the ServiceImplementations.
Business and Function Layers Revisited: Transformation to IEC 61499
Once the Application and the System have been specified and the correct data model has been defined for the <interface>s and <event>s, a transformation is made into the chosen programming technique. In this case, this means a transformation to IEC 61499 using the rules as defined in Section 4.2. After the transformation, IEC 61499 is used to define the behavior of each Function.
The first step is to transform the Application and System into an equivalent IEC 61499 Application 499 and system model. To do this the mapping from Figure 6 is used. The result of this transformation is shown in Figure 11 . Every time a new EMIT event is emitted (i.e., new measurements are published by DSCADA), the voltage spread is calculated from the new measurements. Thereafter, the current droop curve points are requested from the DER. Once these arrive they are forwarded, together with the voltage spread, to the ChangeDeadband FB 499 . If the spread is higher than the allowed Threshold the dead band of the droop curve is decreased by the Change amount. Next, the ChangeDeadband FB 499 sends the new droop curve values to the DERController, and if needed activates the volt-VAr control. Figure 13 . Laboratory setup for the use case validation. § ¤ <SCL xmlns="http://www.iec.ch/61850/2003/SCL"> <Header id="" version="3"/> <Communication> ... </Communication> <IED name="DERController"> <Services> ... </Services> <AccessPoint name="SubstationRing1"> <Server> <LDevice inst="AncillaryServices" desc=""> <LN0 lnClass="LLN0" inst="" lnType="LLN0_0"> ... </LN0> <LN prefix="voltVar" lnClass="DGSM" inst="1" lnType="DGSM_0"/> ... </LN> <LN prefix="voltVarCurve" lnClass="FMAR" inst="1" lnType="FMAR_0"/> ... </LN> <LN prefix="measurements" lnClass="MMXU" inst="1" lnType="MMXU_0"/> ... </LN> </LDevice> </Server> </AccessPoint> </IED> .. whereupon the SCL files are loaded, and the IEC 61850 communication is initialized. Upon startup, the DERController also connects to the Modbus server of the DERGenerator.
Prototypical Implementation and Laboratory Validation
Once the deployment is finished, the VoltVArController algorithm can be validated. For this validation, the inverter was configured to an active power output of 18 kW and a reactive power output of 0 kVAr. The voltage measured by the inverter was forwarded to the VoltVArController at the vDER data output of the gridStatus FB 499 (see Figure 12 ). The other voltage measurements (i.e., vVRC, vCBC, and cEOLM) were all fixed to 0.9 per unit (p.u.) within the control application. After stabilization, this resulted in a vDER voltage of around 1.004 p.u., and no extra reactive power. This issue is shown in the beginning of the time series in the top graph of Figure 15 , where Q is the reactive power of the inverter and U is the measured voltage by the inverter (i.e., vDER).
(i)
(ii) (iii) Figure 15 . Measurements from the laboratory validation with three main events: (i) detection of voltage band violation, (ii) first curve correction, and (iii) second curve correction.
In order to trigger the VoltVArController algorithm, a voltage spread increase was emulated. This happens at the first event (i), as depicted in Figure 15 after 158 s. At this event, the fixed voltage of vVRC was changed from 0.9 p.u. to 0.86 p.u. This increases the voltage spread (U max − U min in the bottom graph of Figure 15 ) above the allowed threshold of 0.14. This is detected by the algorithm in the VoltVArController and new volt-VAr curve parameters are calculated by the ChangeDeadband FB 499 in Figure 12 . The new curve parameters are sent to the DERController and finally to the DERGenerator (i.e., the inverter). With the new volt-VAr parameters, the inverter starts producing reactive power. This is shown as event (ii) in Figure 15 . However, since the voltage spread is still too high, the volt-VAr parameters are changed by the VoltVArController once again after 185 s, event (iii) in Figure 15 .
The results from the lab validation show that also requirement ER9 is realized by the rapid engineering method. The final requirement ER10 cannot be shown in this paper since no field tests were possible. Nevertheless, using the rapid engineering methodology together with the tools provided by IEC 61499 for deployment it should also be feasible to realize requirement ER10.
Reflection
The main goal of this paper is to show that it is possible to create an automated rapid engineering method that covers the whole development chain for smart grid automation applications-from use case design to its platform-specific implementation. To tackle this, a methodology is developed and described in this work. The implementation described in Section 6.1 also shows that a toolkit supporting this methodology can be created.
From the description of the rapid engineering methodology in Section 3.2 the function and code generation as well as the deployment phases have a high impact on the engineering effort and cost. By automating these two phases the time consuming work of translating the use case into executable code can be drastically decreased. The example use case in Section 5 and the validation in Section 6.2 also confirm this. In total the complete development process is reduced to the following steps:
From these steps only steps 1., 2., and 4. require significant inputs from the engineer. The other steps are fully automated and only require a simple activation by the user. The results in Figure 15 also show that these steps are enough to execute the validation test case from Section 6.2.
This can be compared to other solutions. Using a traditional development method, the use case would only be used as a specification, and based on this a new implementation would be created. Consequently, much of the work is done at least two times. A further disadvantage is that any changes in the use case description require manual changes in the implementation. Another solution only based on IEC 61499 would provide steps 4 and 5. However, it would not support the automatic generation of communication configurations and it would also miss the context with SGAM.
A final comparison can also be made with the SGAM Toolbox presented by Dänekas et al. [17] . Here, the context with SGAM is very much given, and through its integration into Enterprise Architect code generation is also supported. However, this code is generic, not specialized for smart grid applications, and there is no rapid deployment process. Furthermore, the generation of communication configurations is not supported by the SGAM Toolbox. It is also not possible to use generic communication patterns as provided by IEC 61499 (see Sections 4.3 and 6.1). Therefore, they again have to be implemented manually and integrated into the source code.
Conclusions
With the smart grid rollout new intelligent concepts for measurement, control, and automation are being implemented in the power systems today. But, as seen in current research projects, the focus of these concepts is moving from a single system to a system of systems perspective. As a result, the engineering complexity will increase, followed by increased costs. In this spirit, there is also a need for smart and automated engineering methods. This paper tackles this need with a rapid engineering methodology for smart grid applications. It covers the complete development process from use case design to implementation and deployment in three main parts:
1. Modeling and design of the use case according to SGAM and a conceptual function design 2. Function and code generation of executable code as well as communication configurations 3. Deployment of the generated code to field devices An MDE approach was used and for the first part PSAL was created, a DSL that supports use case design according to SGAM. PSAL has been combined with IEC 61499 in order to support detailed function implementations. Based on the descriptions from this part, two types of code are generated: executable code and communication configurations. One type of communication configurations that is supported is the generation of IEC 61850 SCL files. The last part is a deployment phase where the generated code is downloaded and executed on compatible field devices. This rapid engineering methodology is conceptualized and a prototypical implementation is developed and validated in a laboratory experiment.
This developed rapid engineering methodology can be compared to other solutions. With a traditional engineering methodology, the use case would only be used as a specification, and based on this, a new implementation is created. Consequently, much of the work is done at least two times, and changes in the use case description require manual changes in the implementation.
Compared with similar solutions like the SGAM Toolbox, presented by Dänekas et al. [17] , some important differences can be pointed out. Although code generation is also supported by the SGAM Toolbox, this code is generic and not specialized for smart grid applications and there is no rapid deployment process. Another important advantage of the method in this paper is the generation of communication configurations, which is currently not supported by the SGAM Toolbox.
The future work will have to prove the feasibility of the rapid engineering methodology for large-scale applications. There are also a number of smaller improvements necessary which should be investigated: automatic generation of functions, generation of simulation code, or the integration of additional communication protocols. Another potential work will be to ensure a compatibility with the SGAM Toolbox by providing import/export services between the two tools. It is also a goal to provide the implemented rapid engineering methodology as an open-source toolkit.
